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eDNA for citizen scientists 

Introduction 
This report addresses three key questions: 

1. Can citizen scientists collect good quality eDNA samples? 
2. Can sampling kits be provided with unwrapped components without compromising 

performance? 
3. How robust is the process to high levels of contamination with human DNA? 

Can citizen scientists collect good quality eDNA samples? 

One of the things we have always aimed to achieve is maximum ease-of-use of our eDNA kits so 
that they can be used by as wide a cross-section of stakeholders as possible, ideally including 
members of the public, local communities and even school children. However, the quality of eDNA 
samples collected by members of the public compared with those collected by eDNA specialists 
had not been well tested. As eDNA specialists, we are conditioned to be on alert for avoiding 
potential sources of contamination – from our own bodies, other samples, or environmental 
sources. Members of the public will not be so alert to these risks.  

Our kits are designed to be as robust as possible against contamination:  

- We use enclosed filters where the filter membrane is protected inside a solid housing with a 
small inlet to attach a syringe and an outlet for water to escape after passing through the 
membrane.  

- Our kits contain gloves to help minimize the amount of human DNA introduced to the sample 
during filtering. 

- We have had 100 ml syringes custom made as the largest size available commercially is 50 ml. 
This halves the number of times that the syringe (and potentially fingers) has to be dipped into 
the water. 

- The preservative solution is pre-loaded in a syringe for easy and contamination-free injection 
into the filter unit, which is then capped for transport to the lab. 

Here, we tested in two separate exercises, whether citizen scientists aged between 6 and 65 years 
of age could collect samples that returned a similar quality of data to those collected by the 
NatureMetrics team. 

Can sampling kit components be provided unwrapped? 

As noted above, vulnerability to contamination is one of the defining features of environmental 
DNA. Therefore, it is commonly recommended that all equipment used is either sterile and 
individually wrapped in sealed plastic, or decontaminated with bleach between samples. We do 
not recommend bleach decontamination due to health risks to both users and the environment, 
and the risk of failing to properly remove the bleach and damaging the DNA in subsequent 
samples. Therefore, we have provided individually wrapped components in the NatureMetrics 
sampling kits.  
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However, one of the most frequent pieces of negative feedback about the kits (including from 
users in Mozambique) is that they create too much plastic waste. This sits uncomfortably since we 
consider ourselves an environmentally ethical company with nature conservation at the core of 
our identity.  

We consider that if the kits are being used to capture DNA from vertebrates then complete sterility 
(i.e. absence of even mircoorganisms) is not required – the components only need to be free of 
vertebrate DNA. While for many commercial or high consequence projects we would still choose to 
err on the side of caution in case results were ever challenged, the balance tips the other way when 
working in countries that lack infrastructure for responsible waste disposal, let alone recycling. 

Therefore, we here tested whether kits containing unwrapped components (principally the filter 
and syringe) would give comparable data to those with individually wrapped components. We 
might expect the unwrapped components to be contaminated with human DNA, although it is not 
clear to what extent this would materially reduce the sensitivity of the analysis to detect 
biodiversity. 

Can our eDNA solution work where human DNA is plentiful? 

Human DNA is plentiful in many aquatic habitats, including tropical coastlines. It originates from 
various sources including people swimming in the water, which is highly concentrated in certain 
areas, particularly around local communities and tourist destinations such as dive centres. It also 
comes from waste water and run-off from built-up areas. Given that divers may be used to collect 
eDNA samples in some circumstances, and that we will certainly want to collect samples close to 
local communities, it is important to know that the process will not be significantly impaired by the 
presence of a high level of human DNA. 

In the exercises described here, we deliberately targeted locations where a high level of human 
DNA is expected, and even concentrated it by swimming in the river before taking the samples at 
one location. 
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Sampling 
Three separate sampling exercises were carried out. 

1. Controlled comparison of wrapped vs unwrapped kit components: NatureMetrics 

founder and eDNA expert, Dr Kat Bruce, collected eDNA samples at each of three different 
river locations (Table 1). At each site, two of the samples were collected with kits provided 
with individually wrapped components, and two were collected with kits that contained 
unwrapped components. The same volume of water (2 L) was filtered for every sample and 
precautions were taken to avoid sample contamination as per best practice among eDNA 
experts. 

Table 1: Details of the sampling locations for the controlled comparison of wrapped vs unwrapped kit 
components 

River Location Date Unwrapped 
samples 

Wrapped 
samples 

River Cam Cambridge 06/09/20 2 2 
River Great Ouse Swavesey 06/09/20 2 2 
River Severn Atcham 06/09/20 1 1 

 
Samples were returned to the laboratory and sequenced using our vertebrate eDNA assay. 

 

2. Citizen science comparison of wrapped vs unwrapped: NatureMetrics founder Dr Kat 

Bruce accompanied a mixed-age group of citizen scientists to the River Great Ouse, near 
Over in Cambridgeshire, UK. The group swam in the river for approximately 30 minutes, 
and then immediately collected water for eDNA sampling, so we expect human DNA to be 
prevalent in the samples. In addition, there were also many other river users in evidence, 
including kayakers, paddleboarders, other swimmers, and pleasure cruisers. 
 

 
Figure 1: Photos of citizen scientists collecting eDNA samples after swimming in the river (top left) 
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Five of the participants used kits with unwrapped components, while three used kits with 
wrapped components. Samples were collected variously from points level with the point 
where swimming had taken place, and within 50 m upstream and downstream of that 
point. The same volume of water (2 L) was filtered for all ten samples. 

Table 2: Details of the participants and their sample type and location 

Name Age Occupation Wrapped? Notes 
Maia 14 School student No Downstream of swimmers 

Edwin 19 University student No Level with swimmers 
Emily 30 Doctor No Level with swimmers 
Tom 33 Researcher Yes Fell in while collecting water 

Rozzy 34 Teacher No Downstream of swimmers 
Mike 44 Chef Yes Upstream of swimmers 

Jonny 49 Lecturer No Level with swimmers 
Jane 63 Artist Yes Downstream of swimmers 

 
To enable comparison of results, Dr Bruce also collected two samples from the same 
location (downstream of the swimmers), using kits with wrapped components. 
 
Samples were returned to the laboratory and sequenced using our vertebrate eDNA assay. 

 

3. Sampling conducted by very young children: Dr Bruce and NatureMetrics Operations 

Director, Dr Juliet Jones, visited the River Cam in central Cambridge with Dr Jones’ two 
daughters, aged 5 and 8 years.  
 
Dr Bruce collected one eDNA sample, following standard best practice for eDNA experts, 
while the children collected a second sample from the same location under the guidance 
of their mother, Dr Jones. Because the children’s hands were too small for the gloves 
provided in the sampling kits, the children did not wear gloves to collect their sample and 
lacked caution in regards to avoiding contamination. In fact, bare hands were observed 
touching the water in the sterile collecting bag. 

Samples were returned to 
the NatureMetrics 
laboratory and sequenced 
using our fish eDNA 
metabarcoding assay. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Photos of the children sampling 
alongside Dr Bruce and Dr Jones 
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Results 

1. Controlled comparison of wrapped vs unwrapped kit components:  

The River Severn had the highest species diversity (33 vertebrate species), followed by the River 
Great Ouse (28 species) and the River Cam (23 species). Fish and birds were the two most species-
rich groups in both cases, and amphibians were detected only in the samples from the River 
Severn. A striking level of consistency among replicate samples from each location can be 
observed – both in terms of species composition and relative abundance patterns. 

Although the wrapped kits detected more species on 
average (mean wrapped = 21; unwrapped = 20.2), 
these are marginal differences in detection of the 
most low-abundance species, which is expected to 
be stochastic in any case. Some species in each case 
were detected only with the unwrapped kits (Figure 
3). 

 

Figure 3: Species richness of vertebrates detected with the 
wrapped and unwrapped kits at each of the three sampling 

locations 

 

On average, human DNA accounted for 2.78% of 
sequences in the wrapped samples compared with 
1.56% in the unwrapped samples, indicating that the 
unwrapped components do not represent an 
inherent source of human contamination. 

2. Citizen scientist comparison of wrapped vs 
unwrapped kit components: 

Data from samples collected by citizen scientists was indistinguishable from that collected by the 
eDNA expert (Kat). In total, 23 species were detected, 19 (83%) of which were detected in every 
sample. No sample detected fewer than 20 species. This would be a remarkable level of 
consistency even if the samples were all collected by experts. Relative abundance patterns were 
also highly consistent across samples.  

 Figure 4: Bubble plot showing the species found in each of 
.the samples collected at the three locations. Bubble size is 
.reflects the distribution of sequence output among species in 
.each sample 
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Figure 5: Bubble plot showing the species detected in each of the samples collected 
by citizen scientists, and by the eDNA expert (Kat) 

 

In general, samples collected at this location contained more human DNA than those collected at 
the locations in the controlled comparison (19.6% compared with 2.2%), which is likely 
attributable to the concentration of human DNA by swimming prior to eDNA sampling.  

Consistent with this, one sampler (Mike) collected water from upstream of the swimming location, 
and only 4.81% of sequences in this sample originated from human - the lowest level of human 
contamination in any citizen scientist sample. This was also the only sample in which all 20 species 
were detected.  

Samples from kits with unwrapped components contained a significantly higher proportion of 
human DNA than those with wrapped components (31.5% compared with 7.69%) but this may well 
be attributable to the precise sampling locations and handling of individual samples rather than 
any inherent difference between the kits. The higher level of human contamination had minimal 
impact on the power of the kits to detect vertebrate species – the mean number of species per 
sample for unwrapped kits was 18.0, compared with 18.2 for the wrapped kits. 

 

Sampling conducted by young children: A total of 12 fish species were detected in the eDNA 
sample collected by Dr Bruce, and 11 of these species were also detected in the sample collected 
by the children.  
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The only missing species in the children’s 
sample was Ruffe (Gymnocephalus 
cernua). This was only detected at very 
low levels in the expert sample, meaning 
it could easily be missed by chance in any 
sample. This is either because its DNA 
was by chance not sampled from the river 
or because the DNA in the sample was in 
such low concentration that it did not 
amplify during the lab analysis.  

In addition to finding an almost identical 
set of species, the two samples also 
showed almost identical patterns of 
relative abundance among the different 
species. 

In summary, this exercise demonstrated that even children under 10 years of age can collect high-
quality eDNA samples that return equivalent data to those collected by eDNA experts. 

 

 Figure 6: Bubble plot showing the species detected in samples 
.collected by an expert and young children 
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Conclusions 

• eDNA provides highly replicable and robust data on vertebrate biodiversity in rivers.  
• Non-experts and citizen scientists (including young children) can use the NatureMetrics 

eDNA kits to collect samples that provide data of equal quality to eDNA experts. This 
presents a myriad of opportunities to fundamentally revolutionise the scale at which 
biodiversity data can be obtained. Local communities, schools, youth groups and other 
community groups can collect samples in places that are meaningful to them. This offers 
opportunities to connect people with nature while also providing vital biodiversity 
baseline data at unprecedented scales, facilitating effective conservation programmes to 
be implemented at local, regional and global levels. 

• Unwrapped kit components do not appear to be an inherent source of human 
contamination, although samples from unwrapped kits contained more human DNA than 
those from wrapped kits when used by citizen scientists. This may be explained by a 
greater level of handling - especially when components are first extracted from the kit by 
users who are inexperienced in avoiding contamination and unfamiliar with the 
components themselves. 

• The eDNA analysis process used by NatureMetrics is robust to high levels of human 
contamination. Good data on vertebrate biodiversity can be obtained even from heavily-
used water bodies in which people have recently been swimming, and even where human 
DNA accounted for a significant proportion of sequence output this had a minimal impact 
on detection of other vertebrate species. 

• We are confident that sampling kits can be provided with unwrapped components without 
materially compromising the quality of the data output from those kits, at least for 
vertebrates. Further tests will be required to assess the quality of microbial data output 
from unwrapped kits.  

• To minimize our environmental impact by eliminating unnecessary plastic waste, 
provision of unwrapped kits should become the norm for projects targeting vertebrates, 
especially in countries like Mozambique where capacity for responsible waste disposal and 
recycling is limited. 


